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Abstract. Natural catastrophes, like mudslide and earthquakes are a challenge to the use of high-tech equipments when
obstacles block rescue robots with a fixed configuration. Thus, these procedures require more versatile systems. Self-
reconfigurable modular robots are autonomous machines with a variable morphology. In addition to the characteristics
of conventional robots (such as actuators, sensors and control systems), the modular robots are also able to change its
own shape, reorganizing the connectivity of its parts. So, a modular robot has the ability to travel over a wider variety
of terrain, adapting well to many tasks. The aim of this project is to develop the structure of communication for modular
robots, from hardware to protocols. For tests, we used the ErekoBot, a self-reconfigurable modular robot developed by the
Ereko Group, from University of Brasilia (Brazil). After the evaluation of the resources available in the robot, we defined
the layer’s functions and characteristics of the protocols. Then, we tested both the design of hardware and protocols in
real tests in controlled environments. The results of these tests proved the efficiency of the protocol and will offer new
support for group projects, specially related to locomotion. The promise of the versatility of modular robotics could lead
to a radical change in automation, especially in applications in remote locations where rescue teams cannot reach with
traditional equipment.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In situations such as a building collapse due to a landslide or an earthquake, there is occasionally a lack of access
by the rescue teams. Thus, some mobile robots were designed to perform this kind of urban operation, like the rescue
robot Urbie1. A rescue robot gathers information of the ground, processes this data and gets around, dodging obstacles
when necessary – all according to predefined rules in its software. But as these disasters are unpredictable, it’s impossible
to predefine all of them (including physical obstacles) and put it all in the software. So, the usage of robots with fixed
configuration is not good choice, as it’s known that in certain situations, like when it’s unable to move into a passage
narrower than its own width, it won’t be able to do what it has to.

Research groups study the design and construction of robots with a variable morphology for two purposes: (1) to
increase the number of lands that robots can act in and (2) to increase the number of tasks they can perform. In 1994,
Yim (Yim (1994)) created the definition of a self -reconfigurable modular robot, a robot that changes its own shape. In
the situation where a narrow path is too small for a robot with fixed morphology, a modular robot is able to become
smaller and pass through. But, as a new area, there are challenges that difficult mass production of these robots, like
manufacturing process, hardware design, control algorithms and communication (Yim et al. (2007)). This last one defines
how the robot communicates with each of its parts and how each one of its parts communicates with the central computer
(host).

The aim of this project is to develop all the structure of the communication for modular robots, since hardware to
protocols. For tests, we used the ErekoBot (Fig. 1), the modular robot designed by the Ereko Group of University
of Brasilia (Brazil) (Souza (2011)). We defined the layer’s characteristics and functions of the model OSI, based on the
project’s methodology called bottom-up. This type of methodology starts from the definition of the most basic components
and then, gradually, increases the complexity to the system.

2. METHODS

2.1 State of the Art

Currently, a number of related approaches exists for programming modular robots. The most basic form is a centralized
control application executed on a workstation that remotely controls the modular robot as has been implemented in the
early works of MTRAN (Yim et al. (2009)) and PolyBot (Zhang et al. (2004)). With sensors, it is necessary to have
an hybrid system with a global and a local control (Shen et al. (2002)): the global actions such as locomotion require a

1http://technology.nasa.gov/data/TechFinder/attachments/20060022037_2006145860.pdf
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Figure 1. ErekoBots.

re-computation of the local actions to be executed by the individual modules. In most systems, the modules are physically
connected and form one single, rigid body with actuators, which have to be coordinated collectively to move the whole
robotic organism (Hamann et al. (2010)).

These systems, together with the latter developments with ErekoBot α v.2 prototype were the stating points in devel-
oping the Protocol.

2.1.1 ErekoBot α v.2

The ErekoBot α v.2 is the latter functional prototype developed by graduate students in Ereko Group at the University
of Brasília (UnB). This prototype was designed to be used as a tool to study important aspects of modular systems, such
as assembly of different configurations, algorithms for motion and reconfiguration. The module has a similar shape to the
MTRAN and PolyBot’s modules. Its dimensions are 50mm x 50mm x 50mm and use manual fitting nuts and bolts in the
joints of the two sides of the connection. Table 1 resumes the module’s characteristics.

Figure 2. ErekoBot α v.2.

2.2 Protocol

There are two protocol development methodologies: top-down and bottom-up. The first starts from a broad overview
of the proposed system and gradually defines smaller components. The second defines the most basic components and
uses them to increase the system’s complexity (Tanenbaum (2002)). In this project, we used the methodology bottom-up
since the ErekoBot hardware system is known in details. As this is an application in the area of automation, we used a
stack 1-2-7 (Physical, Data Link and Application Layers).
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Table 1. ErekoBot α v.2’s characteristics

Type Homogeneous
Dimensions (mm) 50x50x50

Armor material Wood (eucalyptus)
Architecture Mobile

Reconfiguration Deterministic
Self-Reconfiguration 1 (180 rotational degrees)

Pluggable sides Yes/Manual with Velcro
Degrees of Freedom 2

Servo Motors Turnigy TGY90S

2.2.1 Physical Layer

Table 2 shows the Physical Layer’s characteristics of the Protocol2.

Table 2. The Physical Layer’s Characteristics.

Characteristic Description
Half-Duplex The modules and the host can send and receive

data, but never simultaneously.
Serial The transmitter sends the data bit by bit through

cables. (The microprocessor Atmel R© ATmega
8 R© uses the communication port USART.)

Asynchronous The host can send data to the system at any time.
Baud Rate 9600 bps Every second, Atmel R© ATmega 8 R©sends 9600

bits by the cables.
Interrupt at a low

level
Atmel R© ATmega 8 R©’s interruption is low

level-triggered.

The physical interface RS-232 (Dept. (1969)) performs the communication between the modules and the computer.
Figure 3 shows the interface circuit (the component MAX232 converts the RS-232 and the microcontroller’s voltages).

Figure 3. RS-232 interface circuit.

2.2.2 Data Link Layer

Logic Synchronization between entities As Atmel R© ATmega 8 R© synchronizes only receiving bytes, the protocol
must ensure the packet synchronization (Sync Logic). Each packet has a single byte reserved value (10H) and when a
communication interrupt occurs in a module, it expects approval of that specific byte order to receive the rest of the packet.

2They were based in the baseband regular pulse with cable communication (Tanenbaum (2002)).
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Packets’ Assembly and Delimitation Figure 4 shows two types of protocol packets: the Standard Packet (five bytes)
and the Configuration Packet (eleven bytes).

Standard Packet
Synchronization

(1 byte)
Identification

(1 byte)
Message
(2 bytes)

Checksum
(1 byte)

Configuration Packet
Synchronization

(1 byte)
Identification

(1 byte)
New

Identification
(1 byte)

Number of
Modules
(1 byte)

Period
(2 bytes)

Position of
the period
(1 byte)

Checksum
(1 byte)

Figure 4. Packet Types.

Control of transmission errors At the beginning, each packet has a synchronization byte (sync) and an identification
byte (address). And, at the end, there is a byte for error detection (checksum).

Routing The Atmel R© ATmega 8 R© allows only one transmition channel and one reception in each module. Therefore,
the topology of the protocol is the type line or bus (Fig. 5). The host transmits the packets to the first ErekoBot, which
uses the information addressed to it and passes the rest to the next module.

The topology may also be like a ring, when the last ErekoBot sends messages to the host.

(a)

(b)
Figure 5. Protocol’s Topologies (a) Line (b) Bus.

Mapping logical addresses physical All the packets are addressed to a single destination, except for the Start and
Stop’s Packets.

Upon receiving a packet, each module checks whether the identification field matches its own address. If so, the
module uses the message, if not, forwards the packet to the next module (unicast). In the special case of the Start and
Stop’s Packets, a specific reserved value fills the identification field. When a module receives such a packet, it uses the
information and transmits to the others (broadcast).

2.2.3 Application Layer

The two Protocol Packets transmit different types of messages.
The Standard Packet transmits:
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• The movement phase;

• The angle position of the servo;

• When the modules start to move;

• When the modules stop to move;

• The transmission of the Configuration Packet.

The Configuration Packet configures ErekoBot motion, stating:

• The new address;

• The Gait Table to be used;

• The number of the modules in the system;

• The period;

• The movement phase (same of the Standard Packet).

There are four types of application in the Protocol, called Communication Profiles3.

First Profile The First Profile is the simplest, in which the modules do not have any autonomy, the host computes all
the values for each module and transmits for the system in real time. This profile only uses the Standard Packet.

The receiver sets up the communication and the PWM signal, and then waits for a communication interruption. In this
interruption, the module receives the packet and checks if the identification field is equal to its own address, if so, apply
this value in the motor, if not, it sends the packet to the next module (Fig. 6).

Figure 6. Receiver’s algorithm at the First Profile: unicast (blue) and loop (yellow).

Figure 7 shows the Java program that transmits the packets through the RS-232 interface. In this program, the user
determines the number of modules in the system and the period size. From that, we initialize and fill tables with the angles
and address values for each module, and then we can start or stop the movement with just one button.

Second Profile In the Second Profile, modules have a Table of Gaits and the host tells the time in which the modules
must start or stop the movement. This profile just uses the Standard Packet.

The receiver sets up the communication and pwm signal, and waits for a start signal. With this signal, it searches at
the Table of Gaits the value of the servo PWM corresponding to the current time state and applies it at the servo motor.

In the case of a communication interruption, the program receives the packet and checks if it is a broadcast (Start or
Stop) or if it is unicast (updates the time current state). Figure 8 shows the receiver algorithm.

3All codes are open source and can be downloaded at: http://sourceforge.net/projects/erekobotcommunication/files/?source=navbar
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Figure 7. Transmitter’s program at the First Profile.

Figure 9 shows the Java program that transmits the packets through the RS-232 interface. This program operates
similarly to the First Profile: the user determines the system information, initializes and fills the tables and finally sets,
starts and stops the motion with the respective buttons.

Third Profile In the Third Profile, the modules have the ability to reconfigure themselves, because they contain more
than one Table of Gaits. The host sets up when and which tables will be used, and, for this, it uses the two packets:
Standard and Configuration Packets.

The receiver sets up the communication and the pwm signal and waits for a start signal. With this signal, it is searched
in the Table of Gaits that has configured the corresponding angle value to the current time and applies it.

In the case of a communication interruption, the program receives the packet and checks if it is broadcast (start or
stop) or unicast (sets up the movement). Figure 10 shows the receiver algorithm

Figure 11 shows the Java program that transmits the packets through the RS-232 interface. This program works
similarly to the previous profiles.

Fourth Profile In the Forth Profile, the embedded circuits in the modules are reprogrammable, the host can send real-
time algorithms, formulas and / or Tables of Gaits.

This profile has not been implemented in this protocol by impracticability hardware.

2.3 Tests

We tested the protocol and we identified problems related to noise and loss of synchronism. After solving these
problems, the Reliability Packet Delivery Test and the Estimation of Transmission Delay Test were conducted to prove
the protocol usability and efficiency.

2.3.1 Noise

The noise enables the communication interruption and the module goes into a loop waiting for a synchronization
signal, which prevented the correct system execution. To avoid this problem, we added a pull-up resistor to each module.
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Figure 8. Receiver’s algorithm at the Second Profile: unicast (blue), broadcast (red) and loop (yellow).

Figure 9. Transmitter’s program at the Second Profile.

To avoid deadlock, we also added a timeout in the Second and Third Profiles: if synchronization does not occur, the
module exits the communication thread and returns to the main program.
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Figure 10. Receiver’s algorithm at the Third Profile: unicast (blue), broadcast (red) and loop (yellow).

Figure 11. Transmitter’s program at the Third Profile.

2.3.2 Loss of Sync

The modules should, in theory, perform processing at a frequency of 6MHz, but the internal oscillators of each Atmel R©

ATmega 8 R© are different, then, with time, modules lose synchronization.
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In modular robotics it’s essential that there is timing in the movement, and, as the protocol control is open loop, the
best solution found was to “restart” the system constantly, using the Christian’s algorithm (Cristian (1989)). In it, one of
the modules works as a "time server" and provides the time to reset the modules.

2.3.3 Reliability Packet Delivery Test

Figure 12 shows the execution of reliability package delivery test. Every interval ∆t , the module 1 sends, a Standard
Package with an angle message to module 2, which runs the First Profile. The packet address is different from module 2,
then, the module receives it and transmits to the computer (via the RS-232), which counts the number of received packets.
With different values of ∆t we plotted graphs of transmission reliability percentage. The host sent 1000 packages in the
test.

Figure 12. Preparation of Reliability Packet Delivery Test.

2.3.4 Estimation of Transmission Delay Test

As the topology of the protocol is a Line, there is a transmission delay proportional to the number of modules. In the
test for estimating the transmission delay the host sends a packet to the modules, and they transmit back to the computer
which reads the interval of time between sending and receiving a packet. Based on this time difference, we plotted graphs
of the time delay by the number of modules in the system. The host sent 150 packages in the test.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Reliability Packet Delivery Test

The results of the reliability package delivery test (Fig. 13) shows that the protocol is effective for time intervals which
are bigger than 200 ms.

3.2 Estimation of Transmission Delay Test

The results of the estimation of transmission delay test (Tab. 3) show that the delay time increases proportionally to the
number of modules. With the use of cftool, a tool from Matlab R©’s tool , we performed a linear regression and found the
linear polynomial function of Eq. (1), in which delaytotal is the total propagation delay and M is the number of modules
in the system.

delaytotal = 4.619M + 6.714 (1)

In order to estimate the module delay, we divide Eq. (1) by the number of ErekoBot and calculate the limit when M
tends to infinity, which results in a delay of 4.619ms.
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Figure 13. Tests results for packet delivery’s reliability.

Table 3. Test results for estimating the transmission delay.

Number of Modules (M) Delay (ms)
1 11
2 16
3 21
4 25
5 31
6 35
7 39
8 43

4. DISCUSSION

From the results of Fig. 13, we found that the packet delivery is efficient for time intervals greater than 200 ms.
Considering that the ErekoBot movements already posses time limitation of the servo engines (they need at least 500 ms
to stabilize between any positions 4), Protocol data transmission realibility is enough for the system.

We also found that the delay per module is approximately 4.6 ms, which makes the number of modules become a
limiting factor for moving synchrony.

With these two findings, we confirmed that the protocol can be used for ErekoBot, as long as movement specifications
accept the lack of synchronization generated by the number of modules.

More recent work in Modular Robotics uses a centralized system (Arney et al. (2010)) (similar to the First and Second
profiles), except in situations with sensors, which, in general, mix centralized with decentralized systems (Shen et al.
(2002)) (similar to Third Profile). When these works do not deal with modular robots reconfiguration, they also use
wiring communication (Hamann et al. (2010)).

The ErekoBot module is a simple robot and, therefore, the protocol meets its needs. For more robust modules, with
automatic fittings and sensors, the protocol must be adapted.

A desirable update is the change of a topology in series for a bus one, which not only reduces the delay time, but also
simplifies the system diagrams. Another possible direction is the implementation of wireless communication, so it does
not hinder the movement of the robot.

However, for modular robotics, reconfiguration is the most important challenge, once from it, modules would be able
to change their moving ways with user commands. The implementation of the Fourth Profile allows this reconfiguration

4Specification: http://www.hobbyking.com/hobbyking/store/uh_viewitem.asp?idproduct=9392
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in real time.
Obviously, being able to send and receive data from robots efficiently is important for the development of projects, but

in the case of modular robotics, this importance is even greater because the host must deal with not only one, but several
robots, which must react in a synchronized way at all times.

This work obtained a verified and validated function protocol, which may be useful to future projects in the area of
modular robotics. This area promises a versatility that can radically change the automation, especially in places with
limited reach.
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